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o (57) Abstract: DroNav is a highly automated system of air traffic control (ATM) for at least one unmanned aerial vehicle (Un
manned Aerial Vehicles UAV) flying at low altitude. DroNav is composed of a hardware part ( called DronAssistant, to be installed
on the drone) and a software part ATM highly automated (called DronATC ) .



A highly automated system of air traffic control (ATM) for at least one

unmanned aerial vehicle (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles UAV)
DESCRIPTION

Technical field

The present invention relates generally t o Air Traffic Management (ATM) and Air Traffic

Control (ATC), and more specifically to systems, methods and devices for automated Air

Traffic Management for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs).

Technological background

It is expected that the market for small UAVs (sUAVs) flying at low altitudes will grow

exponentially. There are many UAV producers in the market, each of them providing a

product that is composed of the UAV and the Ground Control Station (GCS). The GCS acts

both as a flight plan planner and as a local ATC for that UAV when it is airborne, monitoring

the flight evolution and the UAV status. However each GCS is a closed ATC system, not

allowing other operators with their own GCS and UAV airborne t o see each other and

coordinate them under one ATC, nor giving FAA and General Aviation (GA) pilots access to

it. The UAV tends to be blind respect to GA, and GA tends to be blind respect to UAVs

nearby. DronNav is an architecture composted of hardware and software in order to create

this infrastructure that does not exist yet and that is highly needed.

Scope of the invention

DroNav is a highly automated Air Traffic Management (ATM) system for preferably small

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) preferably flying at low altitude (usually under 1,200 feet,

mostly under 400 feet) mostly in uncontrolled airspace (Class G).

Dronav is composed of hardware called DronAssistant, to be installed on the drone or UAV,

and a highly automated ATM software called DronATC.

Dronav is a hardware/software/service complex for fully automated, semi-automated or

manual UAV operations, which allows seamless integration of UAVs into the existing

airspace through dedicated virtual ATC (VATC) infrastructure. Depending on the flight plan

and theatre of deployment, DroNav is able to work with no terrestrial support infrastructure.

The system is a highly redundant complex, combining both passive and active situation

awareness, collision avoidance/conflict resolution methods and systems, sophisticated dual

automatic pilot/ referencing systems, and data link for VATC messages exchange.

A group of operating UAVs is able to communicate with each other and perform the Air

Traffic Management (ATM) role through the distributed computing (workload sharing)

methods, and if at least one of the UAVs is connected to the VATC, such UAV(s) feeds the

air traffic related data within the local segment into the system for further processing by the

VATC, or perform the basic ATM functions independently ("networking effect").

UAVs which operate in non-automatic mode, may not be able to process instructions

received from their operators (pilots) if the execution of such instructions may lead to a

potential conflict. The terrestrial (server) segment (VATC) is be responsible for collection of

data from all the UAVs under its control, flight plan of traffic, navigation and conflict



resolution instructions to the clients, and provide gateways to other stakeholders, such as

civil and/or military ATC service providers. The system is also able to create complex flight

plan patterns (a third-party hardware and/or software inspection), which allow UAVs to

operate in semi-automatic mode.

Description of the drawings

o Figurel shows the operational environment, the method, and the various

components of the system composed of a module device (named DronAssistant)

installed (with software) on the UAV and a software (named DronATC) for Air Traffic

Management acting as Air Traffic Control running on VATC server,

o Figure 2 shows how different versions (named Categories, or Cat) of the Dronav

system operates in the environment,

o Figure 3 is a schematic block diagram showing various components comprised in a

preferred embodiment of the DronAssistant to be installed on the UAV,

o Figure 4 - Figure 5 - Figure 6 - Figure 7 is a flowchart of process that shows DronATC

instructions when interrogated (through DronAssistant installed on board of a UAV

and Dronav App) for a take-off procedure in Fully Automated Mode (FAM),

o Figure 8 - Figure 9 - Figure 10 is a flowchart of process that shows DronATC

instructions when interrogated (through DronAssistant installed on board of a UAV

and Dronav App) for a take-off procedure in Manual Operations Mode (MOM),

o Figure 11 shows how flight levels for D-Airways are defined and how one or two

UAVs in the same D-Airway overtake a slower UAV,

o Figure 12 - Figure 13 show how DronATC manages transition of a UAV from D-

Airway 1 to D-Airway 2,

o Figure 14 - Figure 15 show how DronATC manages traffic at intersection between D-

Airway 1 and D-Airway 2,

o Figure 16 and Figure 17 show how DronATC manages traffic between VATCO Route

Base Separation and UAV and between VATCO Route Base Separation and GA,

o Figure 18 and Figure 19 VBS procedure comprised in DronATC.

While implementations are described herein by way of example, those skilled in the art will

recognize that the implementations are not limited t o the examples or drawings described.

It should be understood that the drawings and detailed description thereto are not intended

to limit implementations to the particular form disclosed but, on the contrary, the intention

is to cover all modifications, equivalents and alternatives falling within the spirit and scope

as defined by the appended claims. The headings used herein are for organizational

purposes only and are not meant to be used to limit the scope of the description or the

claims. As used throughout this application, the word "may" is used in a permissive sense

(i.e., meaning having the potential to), rather than the mandatory sense (i.e., meaning

must). Similarly, the words "include," "including," and "includes" mean including, but not

limited to.



The system described and claimed in the present application is labelled as "Dronav" and it

focuses on Unmanned Aerial Vehicle UAV 100, especially small ones, preferably operating in

uncontrolled airspace (Class G) and flying at low altitudes (depending on the country,

usually under 1,200 feet, mostly under 400 feet).

A) Environment (Figure 1). I n the followings a detailed description of Figure. 1 is given.

The system DronNav is a hardware plus software complex for fully automated, semi-

automated and manual UAV operations in a national aerospace. The main focus of the

system is the safety of all operations, achieved through multiple layers of redundant, fail

safe components, code and procedures.

Preferably, Dronav is an automated system of air traffic control comprising:

• At least one unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) 100 comprising a module device 1000

including at least a first processing unit 101, at least one sensor 112 operatively connected

to said at least one first processing unit 101, at least one signals receiving device 111 , at

least one data transfer device 120 for transferring traffic control information to a data

transfer equipment 120b operatively connected to a virtual system of air traffic control

(VATC) 300 and, preferably, to said at least one processing unit 101.

• Preferably, the virtual system of air traffic control (VATC) 300 comprises at least a

second processing unit 301, and said data transfer equipment 120b, operatively connected

to the second processing unit 301, and configured to exchange traffic control information

with said at least one data transfer device 120.

• Preferably, the virtual system of air traffic control (VATC) 300 is arranged to

analyze, through the at least second processing unit 301, traffic control information relating

to the flight plan from the at least one unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) 100 and being able to

process a flight plan and communicate executable instructions to perform said flight plan to

the at least one first processing unit (101),

• the at least one data transfer device 120 adapted t o transfer messages between a

plurality of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

The module device 1000 is hereby named as DronAssistant.

Preferably, the second processing unit 301 comprises a server or a computer processing

unit (CPU) or an elaborating unit or the like.

I n an embodiment, the second processing unit 301 is configured to receive, process and

send data to UAVs via a network.

Preferably, the at least one data transfer device 120 comprises means of a radio transceiver

121 or cell modem 122 or a satellite modem and antenna 123 or a Sarsat beacon 124 or a

Bluetooth and/or a Wifi modem 125 or the like.

I n a preferred embodiment, the VATC 300 and the module device 1000 (DronAssistant)

comprise a software (named DronATC) that is gainfully uploaded and frequently updated

with pertaining data and information.

Preferably, the software DronATC comprises a database that contains said updated

pertaining data and information.



Furthermore, in an embodiment, said at least one first processing unit 101 is arranged to:

o receive and process information obtained by a scanning operation performed by said

at least one sensor 112 of any one of said plurality of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),

o transmit the information relating to that said scanning system of virtual air traffic

control (VATC) 300,

o receive and process information from a flight plan dates from that system of air

traffic control virtual (VATC) 300 as a result of that scan,

o modify a flight path of the plurality of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),

o transmit deployments or updates the information regarding instructions to perform

said flight plan to the plurality of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

Preferably, the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) 100 comprises the module device 1000,

called "DronAssistant" (DA), that is configured in order to send information (Uplink) through

secure full duplex communications channels (Cellular or Satellite radio), thanks to the first

processing unit 101 and to said signals transmitter 111, to the Virtual Air Traffic Control

Server (VATCS) information on the UAVs Telemetry Data, including position, velocity,

direction of flight, angular acceleration, barometric altitude, battery level, estimated battery

autonomy, hardware integrity, emergency events, proximity of targets detected through

onboard sensors 112, software integrity, relayed messages. DronAssistant module (DA)

establishes, trough said first processing unit 101 and said signals transmitter 111, also a

receiving (Downlink) data mode that gainfully includes navigation instructions from VATCS

300, elaborated by a specific second processing unit 301, traffic situation in the proximity of

the UAVs last known or estimated position, known obstacles, relayed messages, software

integrity, other special instructions. I n addition, the communications channel shall contain a

further usable connection line allowing authorized third parties to take direct control over

the UAV.

Preferably, the automated system of air traffic control comprises at least an identification

and data flight plan system for said at least one signals receiving device 111 and at least

one sensor 112 with the function of barometer operatively connected t o said at least one

first processing unit 101, configured to detect conditions of possible air collision that

activates the control of implementation of the predetermined action to avoid an air collision.

Preferably, the at least one first processing unit 101 is configured to implement a

predetermined maneuver to avoid a collision, overwriting commands related to a route or

path previously received via said at least one signals receiving device 111 or said at least

one data transfer device 120, activated in function updates received via both

communication with said control system of the air traffic virtual (VATC) 300 and via direct

detection via the at least one sensor 112 allocated into at least one of the plurality of

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

Typical examples of first and second processing unit respectively 101 and 301 are

elaborating data devices, central processing unit (CPU), servers and the like.

Depending on the parameters and restriction of a flight plan, which can be loaded through a



dedicated interface (API will be available to third parties), or pre-loaded in case of manual

operations, DA interacts with the environment according to the profile, the constrains or the

challenges.

Preferably, the automated system of air traffic control according to claim 1, wherein said

virtual system of air traffic control (VATC) 300 is adapted to process and guarantee the

conditions and constraints predetermined for operability in automated air traffic for

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) by the at least a second processing unit 301 by exchanging

information with or receiving information from or about other aircrafts, obstructions,

satellite communication systems and cellular, government agencies and regulators.

Fully Automated Mode (FAM) implies that the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) 100 has been

assigned a task which involves a pre-established routine operation (does not include "IF"

scenarios, or operator's involvement), for example, autonomously cruise from take-off to

landing through pre-programmed GNSS waypoints, or a delivery of payload from point A to

point B along a pre-programmed route. The route shall be verified, eventually planned, and

filed automatically by DroNav centralized servers, acting as first processing units 101, upon

a request by the UAV operator through Dronav App or through a third-party software. API

t o access VATCS can be purchased by developers on a non-discriminatory basis. VATCS

Billing System shall charge the party requesting the flight plan a processing fee.

Interaction with Fixed Obstacles - General separation rules (controlled/uncontrolled space)

(1) ROUTING BASED SEPARATION (RBS). VATCS plans all the routes using latest fixed

obstacles databases (available through third parties) and active NOTAMs, therefore

UAV shall not approach any fixed obstacles during normal operations;

(2) VATC BASED SEPARATION (VBS). I n case VATCS becomes aware of any obstacle

which has not been taken into account during the route planning, the VATC sends

information to the UAV on such obstacle, and/or modifies the active UAVs flight plan

accordingly and uploads it to the UAV;

(3) SENSOR BASED SEPARATION (SBS). I n case the VATC is unable to transmit data

to/from the UAV as a result of a network outage or UAVs radio failure, UAV relies on

on-board sensors (FLARM, ADS-B, radar as part of the DronAssistant, see Figure. 3)

to detect obstacles and takes avoiding action in accordance with the automated

Collision Avoidance Algorithm (CAA). Preferably, the DronAssistant comprises a first

detection sensor 116, operatively connected to the first processing unit 101 which,

for example is a radar or cameras for imaging or an array of microphones. As soon

as practical, the UAV returns to the originally planned route. The on-board

transmitters advertise the deviation for further relay to the VATCS (in case UAV-to-

UAV link is active). All such maneuvers are recorded to on-board FDR (Flight Data

Recorder) module and transmitted to VATCS as soon as a communications link has

been restored;

(4) BUILT-IN DATABASES. I n case of multiple hardware failures, where no data

exchange with other UAVs and/or VATCS is possible, and active sensors integrity is



compromised, UAV (a) continues navigation strictly in accordance with the active

flight plan, (b) relies on built-in databases for fixed obstacles avoidance, (c) relies on

GNSS and/or Inertial Reference System (IRS) for prime navigation and (d) resets

cellular/satellite radio in an attempt to restore Air-to-Ground communication. VATCS

in case of a loss of datalink with an UAV (a) assumes that the UAV will proceed with

the flight plan activated, (b) reroutes all other UAVs under its control (where a

possibility of collision exists) accordingly and (c) notifies all other airspace users

about the UAV in distress;

(5) I n case of multiple hardware failures and where the continuation of a flight plan is no

longer practical, DA may execute Preventive Landing or Controlled Crash maneuver.

I n this sense, the DronATC comprises information regarding a method comprising:

-developing through at least one of said at least one second processing unit 301 a

sequence of information relating to a flight path and communicate it t o at least a first

processing unit 101, through at least one data transfer device 120, defining, by means of at

least one sensor 112, a path to be taken depending on areas with obstacles stored in a

database from which to keep a predetermined distance of separation,

-elaborating through said at least a second processing unit 301 a sequence of

information and communicate it t o said at least one first processing unit 101, through said

at least one data transfer device 120, defining a path to be taken depending on the areas

from which maintain a predetermined separation distance.

Interaction with cooperative (DA equipped) airspace users - uncontrolled airspace

(1) Prime navigation is through the Routing Based Separation. The route planned for

each individual UAV shall not conflict with those of other air traffic users, or put

public and/or property in danger;

(2) Any conflict resolution is in accordance with VBS as described earlier;

(3) I n case the VATCS is unable to transmit data to/from the UAV as a result of a

network outage or UAVs radio failure, UAV relies on on-board sensors (e.g. FLARM,

ADS-B, radar as part of the DronAssistant, see Figure. 3) to detect targets and takes

avoiding action in accordance with the automated Collision Avoidance Algorithm

(CAA). As soon as practical, the UAV returns to the originally planned route. The on

board transmitters advertise the deviation for further relay to the VATCS (in case

UAV-to-UAV link is active). All such maneuvers are recorded to on-board FDR module

and transmitted to VATCS as soon as a communications link has been restored;

(4) I n case of multiple hardware failures, where no data exchange with other UAVs

and/or VATCS is possible, and active sensors integrity is compromised, UAV (a)

continues navigation strictly in accordance with the active flight plan, (b) relies on

built-in databases for fixed obstacles avoidance, (c) relies on GNSS and/or Inertial

Reference System (IRS) for prime navigation and (d) resets cellular/satellite radio in

an attempt to restore Air-to-Ground communication. VATCS in case of a loss of

datalink with an UAV (a) assumes that the UAV will proceed with the flight plan



activated, (b) reroutes all other UAVs under its control (where a possibility of

collision exists) accordingly and (c) notifies all other airspace users about the UAV in

distress. Where rerouting is reguired, DA uses Sector (Segment)-based Separation

Rules for vertical navigation;

(5) I n case of multiple hardware failures and where the continuation of a flight plan is no

longer practical, DA may execute Preventive Landing or Controlled Crash maneuver.

(6) Moreover, a no-flight zone (virtual obstacle, fixed or moving) can be transmitted

directly by a physical device positioned in the area of the no-flight zone (this device

is defined as DronRepeller). The no-flight zone (for example due to privacy or

security reasons) might be temporary or a new permanent one that has not been

previously inserted into DronATC database either in DronAssistant or VATC servers

through the regular data packages that update no-flight zones (such as data

provided by local Air Navigation Service Providers, ANSPs), but it is the DronRepeller

that directly feeds this new no-flight zone both in DronATC database via

DronAssistant (that are close enough to receive its direct signal) and/or VATC

servers (through cell or satellite link).

I n order to further improve the information regarding the update no-flight zones

DronAssistants operating in a close area nearby said update no-flight zones intra

communicate via Wifi or Radiofrequency communications in order to verify the

updated information contained in each DronAssistant.

I n this way, the DronAssisants intranet so activated works as data bridge among

DronAssistants with respect to information regarding physical fixed or moving

obstacles.

Interaction with Non-cooperative airspace users - uncontrolled airspace.

The prime means of separation from non-cooperative airspace users in uncontrolled

airspace is through SBS as described above. In case targets cannot be interrogated, passive

radar or cameras for imaging or array of microphones, comprised in first detection sensor

116, provide approximate distance to the target and a sector (2 dimensions). CAA

intervenes if DA detects that the target is likely to create a conflict with the UAV. As soon as

such a target has been detected, and it is not a known obstacle, DA transmits the

information on the target to VATCS, and, in case UAV-to-UAV link has been established, to

all nearby UAVs. Independently from each other, the VATCS and/or a cluster of cooperative

UAVs, attempt to use autotriangulation to establish the precise position of the non-

cooperative target, and such remains under constant control for avoidance of any further

conflicts, until such a target seizes to present any danger to UAVs.

It may occurs that a physical fixed or moving non-cooperative obstacle is not included in the

latest version of the ground obstacles map database stored in the DronATC and or in the

VATC servers.

Preferably, in this case, the DronAssistant detects the non-cooperative obstacle through its

sensors (for example using radar or cameras for imaging or an array of microphones), and



apply the Sensor Based Separation (SBS) triggering the Collision Avoidance Algorithm (CAA)

by the first processing unit 101.

Preferably, after that the DronAssistant has detected the non-cooperative obstacle not

included in the latest version of the ground obstacles map database of DronATC or VATCs

servers, a non-cooperative obstacle communication phase is triggered:

• The first processing unit 101, comprised in the DronAssistant of the UAV that

detected the non-cooperative obstacle transmits, according to instructions of the

DronATC, uploads information regarding the non-cooperative obstacle (e.g. it's

position, size, type, velocity, trajectory, etc.) to other DronAssistants, comprising

their processing units 101b, by means of the at least one data transfer device 120,

preferably a radio transceiver 121 communications (via DronAssistant to

DronAssistant), activating an intra-UAVs network with UAVs reachable within a

predetermined communication range R. As an example, the first processing unit 101,

preferably the CPU, comprised in the DronAssistant activates Wifi or Radio Frequency

communication devices in order to communicate with nearby UAVs.

• Simultaneously or alternatively, the first processing unit 101, preferably the CPU,

comprised in the DronAssistant of the UAV that detected the non-cooperative

obstacle transmits, according to instructions of the DronATC, uploads information

regarding the non-cooperative obstacle (e.g. it's position, size, type, trajectory, etc.)

to VATCs servers.

Preferably the data transfer device 120 comprises means of a radio transceiver 121 or cell

modem 122 or a satellite modem and antenna 123 or a Sarsat beacon 124 or a Bluetooth

and/or a Wifi modem 125 or the like. In this sense, the DronATC comprises information

regarding a method wherein a plurality of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) 100 is controlled,

each vehicle comprising an automated system further comprising:

Detecting by said at least one sensor 112 or by a first detection sensor 116,

operatively connected to the first processing unit 101 of a first unmanned aerial vehicles

(UAV) 100, a non-cooperative obstacle,

Uploading by means of a data transfer device 120 comprised in said unmanned aerial

vehicle UAV 100 information regarding the non-cooperative obstacle to a further reachable

processing units 101b, comprised in other unmanned aerial vehicles UAVs, comprised within

a predetermined communication range R.

Preferably, the predetermined communication range R is a range covered by the data

transfer device 120.

Preferably, the first detection sensor 116 comprises a radar or camera for imaging or an

array of microphones.

Preferably, in case the communication between a DronAssistant that detected the new non-

cooperative obstacle and VATCs is temporary down, it is the first DronAssistant that has the

communication via cell or satellite with VATC servers up and running that passes this new

information to VATCs servers, so that VATCs servers can verify the new fixed obstacle and



update the ground obstacles map database with the new fixed obstacle data.

Preferably, in case the communication between DronAssistant and VATC is temporary down

a non-cooperative obstacles request information phase: the first processing unit 101 of a

UAV that detects a condition of connection failure with the VATC servers starts, according to

instructions contained in the DronATC, a request of updated information with the

DronAssistants of neighbouring UAVs.

Gainfully, both the new non-cooperative obstacle communication phase and the non-

cooperative obstacles request information phase produce the technical effect of quickly and

efficiently improving and updating the information regarding non-collaborative obstacle thus

increasing the possibilities of positive collision avoidance of the non-cooperative obstacle.

It is further preferred that, both the non-cooperative obstacle communication phase and the

non-cooperative obstacles request information phase are activated by said first processing

unit 101 comprised in said DronAssistant only after the new non-cooperative obstacle

detection. In this way, an energy saving of the battery is achieved resulting in a more

efficient usage of the energetic resources of the UAVs.

Preferably, when the non-cooperative obstacle is detected the first processing unit 101,

gainfully the CPU, according to instructions comprised in DronATC, applies the Sensor Based

Separation (SBS) triggering the Collision Avoidance Algorithm (CAA).

I n case the communication between the DronAssistant that detected the previously

unknown moving obstacle and VATCs is temporary down, it is the first DronAssistant that

has the communication via cell or satellite with DronATC servers up and running that passes

this new information t o VATCs servers, so that VATCs servers updates its airspace traffic

data with the new moving obstacle.

Moreover, other DronAssistants that with their sensors intercept the same moving obstacle

will help refine its trajectory so that VATCs or interconnected DronAssistants can better

estimate where the previously unknown moving obstacle might be in the future and

transmit this information to DronAssistants in the area affected by it.

I n facts, preferably, when the DronAssistant detects a physical non-collaborative obstacle

not included in the latest version of the ground obstacles map database of the DronATC nor

in the airspace traffic data in the VATCs servers, not only it proceeds with SBS, but it also

activates a further trajectory-estimation-procedure to estimate and foretell the evolution of

the non-collaborative obstacle as an intruder position as a function of time.

Indeed, sensors on the DronAssistant detect not only the position of the non-collaborative

obstacle, but also its velocity thus defining a spatial vector. Thanks to this information,

knowing the non-collaborative obstacle position and velocity at the detection time, it is

possible to propagate the vector in space-time dimensions and estimate where it might be

in the future at a given time.

Preferably, when the DronAssistant detects the non-collaborative obstacle, not available in

DronATC database or VATCs servers, it triggers the non-cooperative obstacle

communication phase previously described plus a request, sent to reachable processing



units 101b comprised in DronAssistants of other UAVS, of modification of the frequency of

data collections via sensors and/or data flight plan among processing units 101b of other

DronAssistants of UAVs, reachable within the predetermined communication range R and

comprised within the area affected by the non-collaborative obstacle. Furthermore, and

between these DronAssistants and VATCs: the frequency of updating and data exchange is

gainfully increased producing the effect of reducing latency in non-collaborative obstacle

detection and inter UAVs and UAVs-VATCsdata exchange communications.

I n this sense, the DronATC preferably comprises information regarding a method

comprising:

- Triggering by the first processing unit 101 a request, sent to the reachable

processing units 101b, comprised in other reachable unmanned aerial vehicles UAVs,

to increase the frequency of data collection by first or second detection sensors

116,116b and/or data flight plan exchange between the reachable processing units

101b and comprised within an area affected by the non-collaborative obstacle.

Preferably, the first detection sensors 116 are sensors comprised in the Dronassistant of a

first UAV, second detection sensors 116b are sensors comprised in other reachable

unmanned aerial vehicles UAVs comprising reachable processing units 101b which are are

operatively connected to the radio transceiver 121 or to the Bluetooth and/or a Wifi modem

125 of the first processing unit 101.

This technical solution produces the technical effect of optimizing the detection and

definition of the position and trajectory of the non-collaborative obstacle thus allowing the

DronAssistants of the UAVS involved t o trigger the CAA in an anticipated and more

controlled manner with respect to UAVs not communicating between them.

This technical solution clearly reveals itself as a crucial in case of UAV-VATCs

communication fails with a possible non-collaborative obstacle: in this case, without the

triggered frequency improved request between reachable UAVs, the UAV would be able to

estimate the non-collaborative obstacle collision menace only basing on the SBS and this

could be a too late response for the UAV involve.

Increasing intercommunications between UAVs is a technical way to overcome this

dangerous condition.

Furthermore, improving frequency of data collections via sensors and/or data flight plan

exchange among DronAssistants is a technical solution aimed at furtherly improving the

information regarding the non-collaborative obstacle trajectory and especially only at the

moment when effectively needed.

Preferably, in order to try to estimate where the non-collaborative obstacle might be after

the first detection, DronAassistant, according to instructions comprised in DronATC, uses

probabilistic analysis and algorithms to propagate a first detected vector of the non-

collaborative obstacle forward in time.

Also preferably, the DronAssistants that are within a reachable communicating area with

respect t o the DronAssiastant that was the first one to detect the non-collaborative



obstacle, said DronAssiastant triggers a distributed computing reguest phase and sends the

relative data regarding the non-collaborative obstacle and instructions to perform a

distributed computing between the first processing units 101 and the reachable processing

units 101b of each of DronAssistant comprised in each UAVs involved, in order to apply

probabilistic analysis and algorithms to calculate the propagation of the first vector forward

in time and space.

I n this sense, the DronATC preferably comprises information regarding a method

comprising:

- Triggering by the first processing unit 101 a reguest and instructions, sent to the

reachable processing units 101b, comprised in other reachable unmanned aerial

vehicles UAVs, of a distributed computing of data regarding the non-collaborative

obstacle, in order to apply probabilistic analysis and algorithms to calculate the

propagation of the trajectory of the non-collaborative obstacle forward in time and

space.

Preferably, the reachable processing units 101b are operatively connected to the radio

transceiver 121 or to the Bluetooth and/or a Wifi modem 125, which are operatively

connected to the first processing unit 101.

Preferably, in the event that a second detection of an object not previously foreseen nor by

DronAssistants nor by VATCs takes place, either by the same DronAssistant that performed

the first detection or by another one, both VATCs and DronAssistants in the area perform

distributed computing, thanks to their respective processing units, and use probabilistic

analysis and algorithms to estimate if the second detection event might be a second

detection of the first intruder, or if it is a new intruder. I n case the system estimates that

the second detection is likely to be a second point in the trajectory of the same intruder

detected earlier, it uses the second point t o better estimate both by VATC servers and by

distributed computing on multiple DronAssistants the possible evolution of the trajectory of

the non-collaborative obstacle. Those DronAssistants that might be affected by the

predicted future position of the intruder perform a VBS. This type of VBS might be triggered

by VATCs as in the normal procedure and as describer earlier, or by the distributed

computing performed among DronAssistants.

Preferably, t o perform Sensor Based Separation (SBS), the DronAssistant comprises, as one

its subsystem, a FLARM (or a FLARM board). The FLARM is commonly used in General

Aviation (GA), and especially by the glider community, as an advising device for the pilot t o

receive warnings, in the form of both a sound and visual alarm, about potential collisions. I n

General Aviation (GA), in the case that a possible collision is detected by FLARM, an acoustic

signal is given, and its strength is proportional t o the alarm level. Moreover, information

about the relative position of the intruder (angle and relative altitude) is plotted on a

display. The DronAssistant incorporates the FLARM board and applies its data output to

trigger Collision Avoidance Algorithm (CAA) for the SBS.

As one of its outputs, FLARM returns the Alarm Level, ranging from 0 to 3 : more



specifically, the value 0 means no alarm for dangerous situations, the value 1 means alarm

and 13 t o 18 seconds to impact, the value 2 means alarm and 9 tol2 seconds to impact,

the value 3 means alarm and 0 to 8 seconds to impact. FLARM also returns the bearing,

distance and altitude difference to/of the intruder. Other outputs exist. The DronAssistant,

according to instructions comprised in the DronATC, uses selected outputs from FLARM t o

trigger CRA at a given preset Alarm Level and for the Alarm Level persisting for a preset

amount of time. If triggering of the CAA takes place, the DronAssistant uses other FLARM

outputs such as the bearing, distance and relative altitude difference to the obstacle as

inputs for the CAA. I n performing CRA, the DronAssistant reads the type of the intruder, if

available, so that the rules of the air and priorities are respected: for example, GA has

priority over UAVs, among UAVs a fixed-wing has priority over a multicopter, a UAV

operated for special authorized flight plans might have temporary priority over other

vehicles despite its Type, etc. Direct communication between two DronAssistants and

among DronAssistants enables each DronAssistant to identify the Type of the other

DronAssistants, coordinate with others, and thus select the appropriate CRA.

When the CRA is triggered and executed, the DronAssistant sends information about this

event both to VATC servers and t o other DronAssistants via direct and bridge

communication DronAssistant to DronAssistant.

Moreover, with the goal to enable the market for autonomous cars, chip makers recently

have been developing and releasing chips that combine GNSS receivers with MEMS

(accelerometers), where the firmware they developed connects the two and enables dead

reckoning: if the signal of the GNSS receiver becomes too weak (for example in the urban

canyon, or a tunnel, or in a multi level parking), the firmware switches from the GNSS

receiver to the MEMS, integrating acceleration and providing an accurate position of the

vehicle: then it switches back to the GNSS receiver when the signal becomes again strong

enough. Preferably, DroNav, in its DronAssistant, comprises and applies these new devices

in the context of UAVs equipments, not only to obtain a precise drone position when the

GNSS signal degrades, but also as an antijamming and antispoofing method on UAVs.

Indeed, this technical solution produces the following technical effect: if an attack takes

place and the GNSS position is hacked and deviates beyond a certain tolerance set, the

DronAssistant temporarily switches to the MEMS for its position reporting to VATCs, and

transmits this information also, along with a warning, to VATC and directly to other

DronAssistants in the area.

Preferably, the DronAssistant, according to instruction comprised in the DronATC, uses

different methods and sensors to detect non-cooperative obstacles. In one preferred

embodiment, DronAssistant comprises an array of microphones and a storing library

containing different types of noises, so that a non-cooperative obstacle (e.g. a helicopter or

an airplane) can be detected and recognized by the an array of microphones estimating also

its position (distance and spherical angle) with respect to the DronAssistant involved.

Interaction with targets in uncontrolled airspace above the ceiling (400FT) and in controlled



airspace.

(1) The prime method of separation from airspace users in controlled airspace is RBS: no

route shall be planned by VATCS in such a manner that it will take a UAV close t o

controlled airspace, unless special exemption has been sought and granted (subject

to approval by the responsible ATCSP).

(2) VATCS shall be restricting all the attempts by a UAV t o penetrate controlled airspace,

unless such a perflight plan has been granted.

(3) I n case of loss of communications, or where the operator is trying to manually

override restrictions imposed by the VATCS, DA activates geofencing mode: UAV's

current position information, derived from GNSS and/or IRS, is constantly checked

against the database of restricted airspace sectors, and where a risk of the

penetration into a restricted zone exists, DA executes Holding Pattern maneuver and

attempts to transmit the relevant information to the VATCS.

(4) I n special circumstances (for example, authorized law enforcement flight plans),

VATCS opens a secure tunnel to third parties through a dedicated interface and

surrenders control over the UAV. I n such a case, the party exercising the control

assumes all responsibilities over the UAV.

B) Different Cat (Figure 2 and Figure 3).

I n the followings a detailed description of Figure 2 is given.

Different versions of the DronAssistant device are described, and they are called Categories

(or Cat).

Cat Al is a simple tracker and makes the UAV with the DronAssistant Cat Al connected and

visualized in Dronav through the DronATC. There is also a more complex version of the

tracker, called DronAssistant Cat A2, with connection and bypass to commands for eventual

overriding of operator's instructions triggered by the DronATC.

Cat B is the entry version with collision and avoid sensors, and it is able to sense

cooperative objects with Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS), or Airborne Collision

Avoidance System (ACAS), or FLARM, or ADS-B-In, or A/C/S transponder.

Cat B-OUT adds ADS-B Out, and it can be sensed by cooperative object (for example from

GA and helicopters) that have ADS-B In capability.

Cat C is an evolution of Cat B, adding sensors to detect also non-cooperative objects. Such

sensors might be an array of microphones and/or a radar and/or cameras for imaging and

optical flow processing.

Cat C-OUT adds ADS-B Out, and it can be sensed by cooperative object (for example from

GA and helicopters) that have ADS-B In capability.

All Categories come in two versions for communication link with the DronATC servers: the

standard one is through the cellular network, while the -Sat variation adds to the standard

one also a modem and antenna so that communication between DronAssistant and DronATC

is done by satellite.

Hereby a detailed description of Figure.3 is given. Figure.3 is a schematic block diagram



showing the various components of the device named DronAssistant to be installed on the

UAV. In the following each block is numbered and a respective element is described:

Block 1 . Element 112 is a sensor. Preferably, it is a barometric sensor configured to

measure the UAV altitude via pressure,

Block 2 . Element 111 is a signals transmitter or a signals receiving device. In particular

embodiments it is a GNSS receiver,

Block 3 . Element 113 is an anti-jamming element to protect the GNSS receiver,

Block 4 . Element 114 is FLARM, TCAS/ACAS IN, ADS-B IN, mode A/C/S transponder,

Block 5 . Element 115 is ADS-B Out,

Block 6 . Element 116 is a radar or camera for imaging or an array of microphones,

Block 7 . Element 117 is an Inertial Reference System (IRS),

Block 8 . Element 108 is power supply and connection to a battery,

Block 9 . Element 101 is a first elaboration or processing unit. In preferred embodiments

it is a Central Processing Unit (CPU),

Block 10. Element 104 is SD memory,

Block 11. Element 105 is an exit port for wires to be connected t o the UAV automatic

pilot ,

Block 12. Element 121 is a radio transceiver for data communication with other

DronAssistants,

Block 13. Element 120 is a data transfer element or data transfer device. In preferred

embodiments it is a cell modem with antenna,

Block 14. Element 123 is a satellite modem and antenna

Block 15. Element 124 is a Sarsat beacon for communication with Cospas-Sarsat

network

Block 16. Element 125 is a Bluetooth and/or a Wifi modem for flight plan plan upload

from local ATC (flight plan planner) to the DronAssistant and for local communication

with Dronav App

Block 17. Element 300 is Virtual Air Traffic Control

Block 18. Element 301 is a second elaboration or processing unit,

Block 19. Element 106 is an automatic pilot.

Cat Al may be composed of Blocks (l)-2-(3)-8-9-10-12-13-16.

Cat Al-Sat may be composed of Blocks (l)-2-(3)-8-9-10-12-13-14-16.

Cat A2 may be composed of Blocks (l)-2-(3)-8-9-10-ll-12-13-16.

Cat A2-Sat may be composed of Blocks (l)-2-(3)-8-9-10-ll-12-13-14-16.

Cat B may be composed of Blocks l-2-3-4-(7)-8-9-10-ll-12-13-(15)-16.

Cat B-Sat may be composed of Blocks l-2-3-4-(7)-8-9-10-ll-12-13-14-(15)-16.

Cat B-Out may be composed of Blocks l-2-3-4-5-(7)-8-9-10-ll-12-13-(15)-16.

Cat B-Out-Sat may be composed of Blocks l-2-3-4-5-(7)-8-9-10-ll-12-13-14-(15)-16.

Cat C may be composed of Blocks l-2-3-4-6-(7)-8-9-10-ll-12-13-(15)-16.

Cat C-Sat may be composed of Blocks l-2-3-4-6-(7)-8-9-10-ll-12-13-14-(15)-16.



Cat C-Out may be composed of Blocks l-2-3-4-5-6-(7)-8-9-10-ll-12-13-(15)-16.

Cat C-Out-Sat may be composed of Blocks l-2-3-4-5-6-(7)-8-9-10-ll-12-13-14-(15)-16.

C) How DronATC works for "clear to take off" in FAM

Here a detailed description of Figure.4 - Figure. 5 - Figure.6 - Figure.7 is given. It is a

flowchart of process that shows how DronATC works when interrogated (through

DronAssistant installed on board of a UAV and Dronav App) for a take-off procedure in Fully

Automated Mode (FAM).

Operations executed by DronAssistant and DronATC are respectively performed by said first

and second processing unit 101 and 301. For Fully Automated Mode (FAM) the UAV operator

designs the flight plan (flight) plan using the UAV-specific flight plan planner, that returns a

trajectory made of multiple GNSS waypoints. There are two options to upload the

(proposed) flight plan plan on the UAV-specific automatic pilot. The first option is that data

is transferred from the UAV-specific flight plan planner (PC or tablet), where said second

processing unit 301 is housed, to the UAV-specific automatic pilot 106 via Bluetooth and/or

Wifi modem (or interface or channel or the like) 125, and while data is transferred via

Bluetooth and/or Wifi the first processing unit 101 allocated in the DronAssistant hardware

receives, elaborates and saves data, and then sends it to VATC second processing unit 301

(via cell network 201 or Satellite link 202, depending on the Cat). The second option is that

the UAV-specific flight plan planner (provided that it has internet connection, either through

cell network 201 or satellite link 202) uploads data, through said cell modem 122 or sat

modem 123, to VATC, that then uploads back the proposed flight plan plan on the UAV-

specific automatic pilot 106. I n both the cases the operator needs the "GO" from VATC to

proceed to take-off, otherwise all DronAssistant Cat (apart from Cat A) may lock, by the

first processing unit 101, the UAV-specific automatic pilot and do not allow the UAV to take

off and proceed.

Preferably, the automated system of air traffic control, comprises a device for indication of

GNSS position and an anti-jammer 113.

Preferably, the at least one second processing unit 301, is configured t o control, by means

of said connection via the cellular network, an automatic pilot 106 operatively connected to

said at least a first processing unit 101.

Preferably, in case of network failure with the virtual system of air traffic control, the

system provides data for key actions to be performed independently and automatically, with

subsequent feed of missed data back to VATC (300) upon successful restoration of a

network connection.

Through Dronav App, an App that can be installed on a smartphone or an a tablet and that

communicates with the DronAssistant via Bluetooth and/or Wifi modem 125, the operator

can connect with the DronAssistant. Before the DronAssistant sends, according to

information comprised in the DronATC, the flight plan to VATC, the operator has to indicate,

through a telecommunicating interface, the I D of the operator responsible for the flight and

the Target Take Off Time (TTOT).



The second processing unit 301 operativeiy connected to VATCs proceeds accordingly t o the

following steps:

1) The second processing unit 301 of VATC receives the "Drone ID" from the DronAssistant

and checks if it exists in DronATC database or in VATCs servers. It checks if this "Drone ID"

has an active subscription and which category it is. If the "Drone ID" does not exist or there

is no active subscription associated to it, then DronATC ends and VATC returns "NO-GO".

2) VATC reads the "Drone type" from the DronAssistant and compares it with the one

associated to the "Drone ID" in DronATC database. If "Drone type" and "Drone ID" do not

match, then DronATC ends and VATC returns a "NO-GO".

3) VATC reads the "Operator ID" and checks on DronATC database if the operator is

registered, if the operator has an active subscription on Dronav, if the operator is allowed

by the regulator to act as a UAV operator (if this option is available: if required by the

regulator), what Dronav Classes the operator is allowed to (if this option is available: if

required by the regulator), if the operator is allowed to fly the "Drone type" that VATC just

read. I f any of these conditions is not fulfilled, then DronATC ends and VATC returns a "NO-

GO".

4) DronATC reads the flight plan plan sent by the DronAssistant and checks the "area

overflown". It checks if the entire flight plan is in Class G, if the trajectory overflies only

areas that are allowed (according to Dronav database), if there are not man-made objects

that cross the trajectory (according to Dronav database). If any of these conditions are not

fulfilled, then DronATC ends and VATC returns a "NO-GO" command.

5) DronATC reads the flight plan plan sent by the DronAssistant and checks the

"communications coverage": if the cellular network covers the entire area that is overflow,

or if satellite communication is needed for a part of the flight plan. If the cellular network is

not enough, then DronATC gives VATC the instruction t o return that a Class -Sat is needed.

6) DronATC reads the flight plan plan sent by the DronAssistant and checks the "maximum

altitude". Class A (and Class A-Sat) is not allowed to fly over 400 ft, while Class B and up

might be allowed to fly up to 1,200 ft. If "maximum altitude" is higher than the limit set by

DronATC for that Class and the "area overflown", then DronATC ends and VATC returns a

"NO-GO".

7) VATC reads, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, the flight plan plan sent by

the DronAssistant and if the estimated "flight plan duration" is not part of the data package

of the flight plan plan, it estimates the "flight plan duration" for the "Drone type" and

calculates the Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) from TTOT. It compares the estimated "flight

plan duration" with the "battery autonomy" of the battery 103 detected by said first

processing unit 101 by the DronAssistant and it checks if the "battery autonomy" is enough

to fly the flight plan. If the margin is small it gives a warning. If the "battery autonomy" is

not enough, then DronATC ends and VATC returns a "NO-GO".

8) VATC reads, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, the flight plan plan sent by

the DronAssistant and checks the "Dronav Class" that are allowed to fly it (if any). It



compares the result with the active "Dronav subscription" associated to the "Drone ID". If

the "Dronav subscription" level is not equal or higher than the minimum "Dronav Class" that

is required to fly the flight plan, then DronATC ends and VATC returns a "NO-GO".

9) VATC reads, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, the flight plan plan sent by

the DronAssistant, checks on DronATC the "weather" and "wind" conditions from TTOT to

ETA, and checks if "weather" and "wind" are under the maximum admitted level for the

"Drone type". If this condition is not matched, then DronATC ends and VATC returns a "NO-

GO".

10) VATC reads, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, the flight plan plan sent by

the DronAssistant and it virtually propagates the trajectory from TTOT to ETA + margin

minutes, checking if it might interfere with traffic of other drones.

a) If no traffic conflicts are detected by VATCS with take-off in the window from TTOT

inserted by the operator to TTOT + margin minute, then DronATC ends and VATC returns a

"STAND-BY" indicating ETOT at the TTOT inserted by the operator. VATC allocates,

according to instruction comprised in DronATC, to this drone (reserves airspace) from ETOT

to ETA + margin minutes the airspace corresponding to a tube of radius R meters and

centered on the trajectory of the flight plan plan.

b) I f traffic conflicts are detected by VATCs with take-off in the window from TTOT inserted

by the operator to TTOT + margin minute, then VATC adds, according to instruction

comprised in DronATC, one minute to TTOT and it virtually propagates the trajectory from

the updated TTOT to ETA. If traffic conflicts are detected again, VATC, according to

instruction comprised in DronATC, reiterates the procedure, adding one minute to the latest

TTOT of the computational loop. If no traffic conflicts are detected with take-off at the latest

TTOT of the computational loop, then DronATC ends and VATC returns "STAND-BY"

indicating ETOT at the latest TTOT of the computational loop. VATC allocates, according to

instruction comprised in DronATC, to this drone (reserves airspace) from ETOT to ETA +

margin minutes the airspace corresponding to a tube of radius R meters and centered on

the trajectory of the flight plan plan. When the latest TTOT of the computational loop is

equal to ETA, then DronATC ends and VATC returns a "NO-GO".

Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 better describe step 10 and RBS.

Fig. 16 considers the case of two UAVs both with DronAssistant installed and connected to

DronATC: UAV A is on the ground, it has submitted a proposed flight plan plan to VATC, and

it reached step 10. UAV B might be still on the ground or already airborne, but it had

already submitted a proposed flight plan plan that has been accepted by VATC, according to

instruction comprised in DronATC.

Preferably, VATC performs, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, the virtual

propagation of the trajectory from TTOT to ETA + margin minutes on UAV A, transforming

the flight plan plan from 3D (x,y,z) to being 4D (x,y,z,t). The propagation and the

estimation of t on each waypoint is made considering wind and weather and the specific

performance of the "Drone type".



If at tnest VATC estimates, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, that the

minumum safe separation between UAV A and UAV B is not met, defined as the two sphere

centered on UAV A and UAV B and of radius W not intersecting, then VATC adds, according

to instruction comprised in DronATC, a one minute delay on TTOT of UAV A as described on

10b. In the upper scheme the contitions of mimumum separation are met, as in 10a, while

in the lower scheme the contitions of minumum separation are not met, as in 10b.

Fig. 17 considers the case of a UAV with DronAssistant installed and connected to VATC,

where an intruder is a flying object without a DronAssistant installed and with an estimated

flight plan plan provided by third party API and visible in VATCs: UAV is on the ground, it

has submitted a proposed flight plan plan t o VATC, and it reached step 10.

VATC, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, performs the virtual propagation of

the trajectory from TTOT t o ETA + margin minutes on UAV, transforming the flight plan plan

from 3D (x,y,z) to being 4D (x,y,z,t). The propagation and the estimation of t on each

waypoint is made considering wind and weather and the specific performance of the "Drone

type".

If at tnest VATC, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, estimates that the

minumum safe separation between UAV and Intruder is not met, defined as the two sphere

centered on UAV and intruder and of radius W not intersecting, then VATC, according to

instruction comprised in DronATC, adds a one minute delay on TTOT of UAV as described on

10b. In the upper scheme the contitions of mimumum separation are met, as in 10a, while

in the lower scheme the contitions of minumum separation are not met, as in 10b.

Before take-off, VATC uploads on the DronAssistants the "emergency landing spots" defined

by Dronav and located near the "overflown area".

After a "GO" is given by the VATC, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, when the

UAV is turned on and the operator proceeds to take off in FAM, if the GNSS position of the

UAV is more than W horizontal meters (for example more than 5 horizontal meters) far from

the GNSS take off position that are given t o VATC in the proposed flight plan plan, VATC

updates itself, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, and returns a "NO-GO" and

the DronAssistant locks the UAV specific automatic pilot and not allows the take-off to take

place.

D) How DronATC performs while drone airborne in FAM

If the UAV operator submits a new flight plan plan while the UAV is airborne, VATC runs,

according to instruction comprised in DronATC, the same procedure and let the automatic

pilot upload and execute the new proposed flight plan plan only if DronATC returns a

positive answer and a "GO" t o the interrogation Flight plan Plan Request to VATC. In this

case the operator does not have to insert TTOT, since the UAV is already airborne, but VATC

considers, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, the real time position of the UAV

while it is flying the previous flight plan plan that DronATC has accepted. If the proposed

new flight plan plan is not accepted by DronATC, the operator can either choose t o continue

with the previously submitted and accepted flight plan plan, or take the UAV straight to the



landing point as indicated in the previously submitted and accepted flight plan plan: it can

indicate one of the two options on Dronav App, provided that the smartphone or tablet or

laptop has internet connection (either through cell network or sat). If the operator does not

select one of the two options through the Dronav App, DronATC proceeds with the

previously submitted and accepted flight plan plan and VATC, according to instruction

comprised in DronATC, makes the UAV fly the entire flight plan.

Once the UAV is airborne, VATC and DronAssistant exchange data every X seconds (via

cellular network or satellite link), with VATC unlocking, according to instruction comprised in

DronATC, time-dependent reserved air space tubes of radius R left behind by the UAV,

updating time-dependent reserved air space tubes of radius R in front of the UAV, and

updating ETA.

As previously described for VBS, VATCs send to the DronAssistant instructions to

immediately modify the nominal trajectory previously accepted in the flight plan plan,

execute a variation (new GNSS waypoints are provided), and then come back to a further

GNSS waypoint part of the original flight plan plan. If this takes place and VATC overrides,

according to instruction comprised in DronATC, the drone specific automatic pilot flight plan

commands through the DronAssistant, the operator is informed through Dronav App.

Example of this VBS procedure might be due to traffic that was not forecast and thus a

potential collision situation that has to be anticipated and avoided via VBS, or that allowed

third parties (for example the police) in the meantime have created new temporary no flight

zones that are part of the area overflown in the previously accepted flight plan plan.

The actual time of take off is saved by VATC, according to instruction comprised in

DronATC, as Actual Take Off Time (ATOT).

Fig. 19 and Fig. "VATC GA" better describe how VATC operates for VBS, according to

instruction comprised in DronATC.

Fig. 19 considers the case of two UAVs both with DronAssistant installed and connected to

VATC: both UAV A and UAV B are airborne. Grey dots represent part of the flight plan plan

still in front of the UAV and with uncertainty connected to the actual time associated to it,

while black dots are waypoints of the flight plan plan left behind.

The upper scheme shows the situation at tltrue, when UAV A is in (xuAl, yuAl, zuAl). At

this step VATC, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, performs the virtual

propagation of the trajectory from tltrue to ETA + margin minutes on UAV A, updating the

4th dimensfreion of the flight plan plan, thus the estimated time on each waypoint part of

the flight plan plan still in front of UAV A . The propagation and the estimation of t on each

waypoint is made considering wind and weather, the specific performance of the "Drone

type", and the difference between tltrue and tlest for UAV A. DronATC applies the same

method on UAV B.

The central scheme shows the situation at t2true, when UAV A is in (xuA2, yuA2, zuA2). At

this step VATC, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, performs the virtual

propagation of the trajectory from t2true to ETA + margin minutes on UAV A, updating the



4th dimension of the flight plan plan, thus the estimated time on each waypoint part of the

flight plan plan still in front of UAV A. The propagation and the estimation of t on each

waypoint is made considering wind and weather, the specific performance of the "Drone

type", and the difference between t2true and t2estl. DronATC applies the same method on

UAV B.

The lower scheme shows the situation at t3true, when UAV A is in (xuA3, yuA3, zuA3). At

this step DronATC performs the virtual propagation of the trajectory from t3true to ETA +

margin minutes on UAV A, updating the 4th dimension of the flight plan plan, thus the

estimated time on each waypoint part of the flight plan plan still in front of UAV A . The

propagation and the estimation of t on each waypoint is made considering wind and

weather, the specific performance of the "Drone type", and the difference between t3true

and t3est2. DronATC applies the same method on UAV B.

If VATC, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, estimates that the minimum safe

separation between UAV A and UAV B is not met, defined as the two spheres centered on

UAV A and UAV B and of radius W not intersecting, then DronATC flags a warning. I n the

lower scheme VATC, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, estimates that the

minimum safe separation between UAV A and UAV B will not be maintained. A warning is

transformed into an instruction issued by DronATC and executed by a DronAssistant when

VATC, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, estimates that the event of failing to

maintain safe separation between UAV A and UAV B will take place within Q seconds (for

example being Q 30 seconds). I n this event, DronATC might comprise different strategies,

such as acting on the DronAssistant of both UAV A and UAV B and keeping UAV A and/or

UAV B on the same flight plan plan but slowing down or accelerating UAV A and/or UAV B,

or modifying the flight plan plan and adding extra waypoints on UAV A or UAV B, and then

coming back on the original flight plan plan either on the specific waypoint when the original

flight plan plan was left, or directly later on a further waypoint part of the original flight plan

plan. One option is chosen by VATC, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, in order

to fit within the optional constrains that might have been indicated by the operator on

DroNav App when the operator submitted the proposed flight plan plan.

Preferably, if weather or wind conditions are too strong for "Drone type" while UAV A is

airborne, VATC decides to issue an instruction to be executed by a DronAssistant, as for

example go back to (xuAO, yuAO, zuAO) minimizing the time of flight, or head to the landing

point associated to the last waypoint of the flight plan plan minimizing the time of flight, or

immediately land pointing the closest "Emergency landing spot" stored on DronAssistant.

Fig. 18 considers the case of a UAV with DronAssistant installed and connected to VATC,

where an intruder is a flying object without a DronAssistant installed and with an estimated

flight plan plan provided by third party API and visible in VATC: both UAV and intruder are

airborne. Grey dots represent part of the flight plan plan still in front of the UAV and with

uncertainty connected to the actual time associated to it, while black dots are waypoints of

the flight plan plan left behind.



The procedure and method to update the 4th dimension of the flight plan plan of UAV is the

same as explained in Fig. 19 for UAV A .

VATCS might also require an immediate landing, not only in case of multiple hardware

failures (as written above), but also in case for example weather and wind conditions have

become not safe for that specific UAV model to fly and weather and wind forecast data did

not anticipate it, or if an authority (for example the police or authorized military/civil ATC

Service Provider) decides to immediately land the UAV.

As previously described for SBS, if required the DronAssistant might trigger a automated

CAA triggered by the sensors part of the DronAssistant. The FLARM sensor and logic triggers

the automated CAA only if the risk level of a potential collision is high enough, as defined by

Dronav. For SBS, the algorithm to predict the risk level of a potential collision might be

based on FLARM, and FLARM might interpret data provided not only by other FLARM

devices, but also received through ADS-B In and / or the radar that are part of the

DronAssistant.

I n case of multiple failures, the DronAssistant might decide to have a controlled crash

pointing one of the "emergency landing spot" uploaded on the DronAssistant by VATC,

according to instruction comprised in DronATC, before take-off.

E) How DronATC works in MOM

Here a detailed description of Figure. 8 - Figure. 9 - Figure. 10 is given. I t is a flowchart of

process that shows how VATC works, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, when

interrogated (through DronAssistant installed on board of a UAV and Dronav App) for a

take-off procedure in Manual Operations Mode (MOM).

For Manual Operations Mode (MOM) that take place within Visual Line Of Sight (VLOS), the

operator has t o indicate via Dronav App the ID of the operator, the GNSS position where

the operator will stand during the manual UAV operations (called Operator Centered Point,

OCP), and the TTOT.

If the operator intends to move during the manual UAV operations, instead of giving OCP,

he has t o indicate an estimate of the path he intends to follow (we call it Operator Centered

Point Path, OCPP), and the Estimated Time of Arrival Last Operator Centered Point,

ETALOCP. OCPP is visible and active as an option in Dronav App only if permitted by

regulators in that specific country.

VATC sizes, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, a volume that can be spanned

by the UAV taking into account the local regulations for manual operations within VLOS (in

terms of radius and height from the OCP): we call it Manual Operations Mode Volume

(MOMV).

I n case of the OCPP, the volume is sized from the first OCP t o the last. As shown in the

flowchart, DronATC runs all the checks in order t o return to the operator a "GO" or "NO

GO".

I n case of "GO", VATC reserves, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, the MOMV

from TTOT and it considered it reserved for a time compatible with the Estimated Battery



Autonomy of the "Drone type" (EBA), thus TTOT + EBA.

I n case of a "GO" through OCPP, VATC makes, according to instruction comprised in

DronATC, an estimation to reserve MOMV centered on the first OCP at TTOT and on the last

OCP at ETALOCP.

After a "GO" is given, when the UAV is turned on and the operator proceeds with MOM take

off, if the GNSS position of the UAV is outside the MOMV, VATC updates and returns a "NO-

GO" and the DronAssistant might lock the UAV specific automatic pilot and not allow the

take-off t o take place.

I n case of OCPP, while the UAV is airborne and the operator is moving, VATC updates,

according to instruction comprised in DronATC, the OCP through Dronav App that every Y

seconds takes the GNSS position of the operator. The MOMV that is left behind on the OCPP

is released by DronATC, and ETALOCP is refined.

Once the UAV has landed, if the operator does not indicate in Dronav App that the manual

UAV operations have ended, DronATC considers the operations concluded when the UAV is

turned off. Then DronATC releases MOMV.

F) How DronATC works while drone airborne in PAM

PAM is when during FAM, while the UAV is airborne, the operator suddenly decides to take

control of the UAV, and thus switch from FAM t o MOM. To do so, the operator has t o

indicate on Dronav App the request of transition from FAM t o MOM. As soon as the request

has been submitted through Dronav App, the UAV is put on hold: if it is a multicopter, the

UAV stops and keeps that position. If the UAV is a fixed-wing, DronATC checks if it is safe to

have the UAV circle around the point where the UAV was when the request t o transition

from FAM t o MOM was submitted through Dronav App (being Hold Radius, HR, the radius of

the circle), plus a FAM transition trajectory to move to that circle from the position the UAV

was when VATC, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, granted perflight plan.

While transitioning from FAM t o hold for a multicopter can be instantaneous respect t o the

time Dronav App submits the request t o VATC, it might take more time for DronATC to

return an answer when interrogated via Dronav App to transition a fixed-wing from FAM t o

hold flying in a circle.

When requesting through Dronav App to switch from FAM t o MOM, the operator has t o

indicate OCP or OCPP and ETA. To analyze if MOM can be accepted, DronATC applies the

MOM flowchart previously described, but setting TTOT as the time DronATC releases the

UAV from the hold condition to MOM.

When DronATC accepts the UAV t o switch from FAM t o MOM, it releases time-dependent

reserved air space tubes of radius R part of the FAM flight plan plan that were in front.

If the request t o switch from FAM t o MOM is rejected, the UAV keeps flying in FAM following

the previously filed and accepted flight plan plan, and Dronav App gives an explanation to

the operator.

The operator might want to switch back from MOM t o FAM and continue with the previously

filed and approved, flight plan plan. To do so, the operator has t o request via Dronav App to



switch from MOM to FAM, indicating the point on the previously filed, and approved, flight

plan plan that will be taken as the first GNSS waypoint in FAM on the old flight plan plan.

DronATC runs the FAM flowchart previously described, but setting TTOT as the time VATC

releases, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, the UAV from MOM to FAM, and

automatically designing a patch trajectory from the current MOM position t o the first GNSS

waypoint in FAM on the old flight plan plan. If the request to switch from MOM to FAM is

rejected, the operator has to keep flying in MOM until the end of the flight plan, and Dronav

App gives an explanation to the operator.

G) How Dronav-Airways are designed and operated

A special case of FAM is when the UAV operator does not submit to VATC a flight plan plan

designed through the UAV specific flight plan planner, but when the UAV operator simply

asks to VATC to have the clearance for a FAM UAV fly from point A to point B, or to multiple

destinations (A - B - A or A - B -C -...). Such a scenario might be of interest when a UAV

has to deliver a parcel from point A to point B and land in B, or from point A to point B and

then come back to point A, or from point A to point B and then to point C and so on until

the end of the flight plan. These flight plans mostly consist in three phases: take off and

transition to D-Airway, cruise in D-Airway, and transition from D-Airways to landing

location.

As there are (Victor) V-airways and T-routes in low altitudes for General Aviation, and (Jet)

J-airways and Q-routes in high altitudes for commercial jets, DroNav defines and designs

(DroNav or Delta) D-Airways for small UAVs flying in FAM at low altitudes. Designed by

Dronsystems' Dronav in cooperation with the local air traffic regulator, Air Navigation

Service Provider (ANSP) and other local shareholders involved, D-Airways are flight

corridors composed of multiple GNSS waypoints that can be flown in FAM through Dronav.

An airway is a legally defined corridor that connects one specified location to another at a

specified altitude, along which an aircraft that meets the requirements of the airway may be

flown. Airways are defined with segments within a specific altitude block, corridor width,

and between fixed geographic coordinates for satellite navigation systems, or between

ground-based radio transmitter navigational aids (navaids), such as VORs (VHF Omni

Directional Radio Range), or the intersection of specific radials of two navaids. Historically

airways have been designed considering ground infrastructure availability and distribution,

more than the area overflown and the risk for the area overflown in case of an airplane

crash falling from its flight in the airway. For example, to guide airmail pilots on their

delivery routes, the United States Postal Service constructed the first airways in the United

States. These airways were between major cities and identified at night by a series of

flashing lights and beacons which pilots flew over in sequence t o get from one city to the

next (as cited in Wikipedia). D-Airways are special airways for UAVs at low altitudes (e.g. up

to 500 ft), designed to connect points where traffic between them is considered to be

important and recurrent (for example between two cities, or between a warehouse in the

countryside and a warehouse at the boundaries of a given city). A unique feature of D-



Airways is that they are defined not only to minimize the distance between the two points

that they are connecting, but also and mostly to minimize the risk of damages on the

ground in case one or more UAVs in the D-Airways happen to crash.

Preferably, D-Airways are defined and fixed (time independent) in a first assumption but

might be modified in time and evolve considering the evolution of the area overflown: for

example if a new house, or a new road, or a new no-flight zone is built under a part of the

D-Airway, meaning that the risk in case of crash is considered too high and thus a part of

the D-Airway has to be modified (while the rest of it remains as is).

I n a further embodiment, the DronATC contains the instructions regarding a method for

identifying D-Airways for a UAV that are continuously updated and modified in order to

maintain a risk level in case of crash in the area overflown within a predetermined safety

limit.

I n this case, when possible, the VATC, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, will

continuously evaluate the optimal route to be followed by the UAV in order to minimize the

risks on structures or inhabitants in case of accidental crash.

I n the followings a description of Figure. 1 is given.

The Standard Flight Level (SFL) for D-Airways pointing East (magnetic track 000 t o 179

deg) is 250 ft above the ground (SFLE), the Lower Flight Level (LFL) for D-Airways pointing

East is 200 ft above the ground (LFLE), and the Upper Flight Level (UFL) for D-Airways

pointing East is 300 ft above the ground (UFLE).

The Standard Flight Level (SFL) for D-Airways pointing West (magnetic track 180 to 359

deg) is 400 ft above the ground (SFLW), the Lower Flight Level (LFL) for D-Airways pointing

West is 350 ft above the ground (LFLW), and the Upper Flight Level (UFL) for D-Airways

pointing West is 450 ft above the ground (UFLW).

I n order to request a flight plan plan in FAM through D-Airways, the UAV operator has to

choose in Dronav App the option "D-Airways", indicate the take-off GNSS position of the

UAV in FAM, TTOT, and the destination GNSS position. Multiple destination positions can be

added. The last destination position has to be selected as a landing position, and

corresponding ending of the FAM flight plan.

Considering the take-off position A and the first destination B, VATC selects, according to

instruction comprised in DronATC, the D-Airway or the sum of multiple D-Airways to be

flown to reach the proximity of the first destination B.

Reading the TTOT, VATC estimates, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, the

most direct (and safe) transition trajectory to reach the first D-Airway from the take-off

position A, taking into account all the existing legal norms included in Dronav. The point of

intersection between the transition trajectory and D-Airway is called Arrival Point on D-

Airway (APDA).

If traffic is detected at Time of Arrival into D-Airway (TADA), VATC updates, according to

instruction comprised in DronATC, ETOT to TTOT + delay. Traffic means that in the time

range [TADA - P seconds , TADA + P seconds], where P might be 30 seconds, there is



another UAV passing through the vertical section of the D-Airway corridor defined by APDA.

I f insertion in D-Airway is clear at TADA, DronATC considers the UAV in that D-Airway at

TADA, and then flying at the Optimum Cruise Speed (OCS) of that specific UAV, as defined

by the manufacturer (if not available, Dronav estimates and assigns an OCS).

I f the UAV (UAV2) is faster than the UAV that it has in front in the same D-Airway (UAV1),

and DronATC or SBS estimates that UAV2 will reach UAV1 in K seconds (for example in 15

seconds), VATC gives instruction via DronAssistant t o UAV2 to move to the UFL, and come

back to the SFL when UAV1 is back respect t o UAV2 of U meters (for example 50 ft, thus

about 15 meters).

If a UAV3 is faster than UAV2 that is faster than UAV1, and DronATC or SBS estimates that

UAV3 will reach UAV1 or UAV2 in K seconds (for example in 15 seconds), and overtaking in

UFL is not possible because of predicted collision with UAV2, VATC gives instruction,

according to instruction comprised in DronATC, via DronAssistant t o UAV3 to move to the

LFL, and come back to the SFL when UAV3 has overtaken UAV2 that has overtaken UAV1,

when UAV3 is back respect t o UAV2 of U meters (for example 50 ft, thus about 15 meters).

I n the followings a description of Figure. 2 and Figure. 13 is given.

Transition from D-Airway 1 to D-Airway 2 does not take place at the intersection of the two,

but the UAV leaves D-Airway 1 at some distance before the intersection (for example, 500

meters before the intersection): it is called Departure Point from D-Airway 1 (DPDA1), and

it takes time at Time of Departure from D-Airway 1 (TDDA1). APDA2 has same distance as

DPDA1 from the intersection between D-Airway 1 and D-Airway 2 (for example, 500

meters). The UAV on D-Airway 1 might be on the SFL, UFL, or LFL, but despite the level of

DPDA1, DronATC targets APDA2 at the SFL.

I f traffic is detected in APDA2 at TADA2 at SFL, DronATC considers APDA2 at TADA2 at UFL.

I f traffic is detected in APDA2 at TADA2 also at UFL, DronATC considers APDA2 at TADA2 at

LFL. I f traffic is detected in APDA2 at TADA2 also at LFL, DronATC considers an intersection

in D-Airway 2 at a further point on D-Airway2, APDA2+ at SFL. This procedure continues up

t o a limit that has been set, where the distance of APDA2+ from APDA2 cannot be bigger

than H (for example 5 km).

If the routine reaches the limit and TADA2 is not found when DronATC develops a flight plan

plan, DronATC restarts from the beginning and updates ETOT t o TTOT + delay.

If the routine reaches the limit and TADA2 is not found while the UAV is already airborne

the solution is the Hold Pillar Status (HPS). The UAV leaves D-Airway 1 in DPDA1 and it

points a Hold Pillar (HP) as defined by Dronav. I f the UAV is a multicoper, it hovers on HP

until DronATC finds a TADA2 in APDA2 or APDA2+. If the UAV is a fixed-wing, it flies in a

circle of radius S meters (for example 100 meters) centered on HP until DronATC finds a

TADA2 in APDA2 or APDA2+. If multiple UAVs have to transition in HPS on the same HP, the

first three take the three levels they come from (LFL, SFL, UFL), and eventual other UAVs

take a higher flight level if the Airway is pointing East (for example, starting with 50 f t over

the previous one, starting 50 f t over UFLE), otherwise the eventual other UAVS take a lower



flight level if the Airway is pointing West (for example, starting with 50ft under the previous

one, starting 50 ft under LFLW).

Description of Figure. 14 and Figure. 15 is given.

When two Airways intersect, DronATC acting in VBS might detect that one or more UAVs in

D-Airway 1, that will keep flying in D-Airway 1, might collide or come too close with one ore

more UAVs in D-Airway 2, that will keep flying in D-Airway 2 . DronATC calculates the D-

Airway Traffic Index (DATI): the UAVs that are in the D-Airway that has the lower DATI

receive instructions from DronATC to perform a correction maneuver. Different scenarios

are shown in Figure. 14 and Figure. 15, where D-Airway 1 is assumed to have lower DATI.

If UAVl is in D-Airway 1 at SFL and UAV2 is in D-Airway 2 at SFL, UAVl moves to UFL

before intersection.

If UAVl is in D-Airway 1 at SFL, UAV2 is in D-Airway 2 at SFL, and UAV3 is in D-Airway 2 at

UFL, UAVl moves to LFL before intersection.

If UAVl is in D-Airway 1 at SFL, UAV2 is in D-Airway 2 at SFL, and UAV3 is in D-Airway 2 at

UFL , and UAV4 is in D-Airway 2 at LFL, UAVl goes in HPS, holding or flying in a circle at

the same altitude it has (SFL). When DronATC finds a free slot, UAVl comes back on D-

Airway 1 at SFL before the intersection with D-Airway 2 .

If multiple UAVs go in HPS, each of them goes in holding position or flies in a circle at the

same altitude it has in D-Airway 1. The first UAV that went in HPS is the first one that

DronATC considers to be taken back on D-Airway one. When DronATC finds a free slot, all

UAVs in HPS come back on D-Airway 1 at SFL before the intersection with D-Airway 2,

despite they were at SFL or UFL or LFL while in HPS.

Low-power passive transmitting device - "beacon".

As a means of inclusion of UAVs engaged in non-commercial operations, and/or devices not

equipped with DronAssistant or another device compatible with DronATC/VATC protocol,

(collectively - "UAV-NCO"), such UAVs shall be equipped with a low-power passive

transmitting device - "beacon". The beacon shall emit RF within unlicensed range, at a

predetermined power setting. Each ping will carry rolling code information, which could

further be processed by VATC, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, once the ping

has been picked up and relayed by a compatible sensor ("beacon receiver"), installed either

on a UAV engaged in commercial operations, fixed object (e.g. hospitals, airports, secured

buildings, restricted, prohibited and danger zones), or mobile terminals.

Each UAV-NCO, at a time of activation, or a purchase, will be registered through a dedicated

DronATC or VATC web-based portal. The beacon, which is an integral part of the UAV-NCO

circuitry, will have a pre-assigned unique digital ID, which will be linked to the purchaser.

During the registration/activation process, the purchaser will be advised about the existing

laws and regulations, concerning the use of UAV-NCOs in a National Airspace System, as

well as limitations, personal liabilities and responsibilities.

Once a UAV-NCO has been powered up, the UAV-NCO's beacon periodically sends a rolling-

code based signal: the signal does not contain the I D of the UAV, or information about the



UAV's user. Instead, it sends a small data packet, which could only be processed by

DronATC, positively identifying the association of each individual data packet with a unique

ID. Upon request from relevant authorities, the I D of the beacon can be matched to the

data on the UAV-NCO user, held by VATC.

For privacy protection, beacon receivers' users, unless authorised by bodies responsible,

may not have access to the UAV-NCO I D or its User's data: beacon receivers can only (1)

confirm the presence of the UAV-NCO within its range, (2) measure signal strength, (3)

receive rolling code from the UAV-NCO, (4) through I P tunnel pass information to the VATC,

and (5) inform VATC whether UAV-NCO proximity (operations) are within the tolerance

limits. In case VATC, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, detects a potentially

conflicting situation, an immediate notification is sent t o the UAV-NCO user (via SMS and/or

e-mail) informing him about a potential breach of UAV-NCO usage rules. Where the

information on the breach has been further confirmed, or the UAV-NCO user has not taken

avoiding action, the details of the conflict shall be passed to the law enforcement agencies.

Beacon receiver is equipped with a small array of aerials and electronic sensors to deduce

relative direction of the UAV using signal strength and phase from each aerial. In addition,

information from several (3 or more) beacon receivers, each of which is in receipt of the

same UAV-NCO signal (not necessarily identical rolling code), can be processed by VATC,

according to instruction comprised in DronATC, and the exact location of the UAV-NCO can

be identified using autotriangulation method. Certain sites, could be equipped with acoustic

sensors, tuned to detect the frequency (noise) emitted by a small propeller - aiding in

detecting UAV-NCO with deactivated beacon, or otherwise operating without any RF

footprint.

Where a UAV-NCO manufacturer has already equipped the system with a transceiver, which

is used t o control the UAV-NCO, the beacon can be replaced with a piece of software, which

would effectively utilise the transceiver to emulate the beacon, and provide additional

features, such as "active geo-fencing" - an instruction, issued by VATC, according to

instruction comprised in DronATC, to non-participating UAV-NCOs to withdraw (relocate)

from the current location, or temporarily suspend operations.

Information, collected through the beacon receivers, acoustic receivers, DronAssistnat (or

simalr)- equipped UAVs, is relayed t o DronATC or VATCs. The latters analyze all data

sources, according to instruction comprised in DronATC, and with maximum possible

accuracy tracks all UAV-NCOs, operating within the range of all the sensors, connected to

VATC. That allows the system comprising DronAssistant, DronATC and VATC to create an

efficient passage of relevant information t o the active National Airspace System users and

prevent conflicts.



CLAIMS

1. An automated system of air traffic control comprising:

• at least one unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) (100) comprising a module device (1000)

including at least a first processing unit (101), at least one sensor (112) operatively

connected to said at least one first processing unit (101), at least one signals receiving

device (111), at least one data transfer device (120) for transferring traffic control

information to a data transfer equipment (120b) operatively connected t o a virtual system

of air traffic control (VATC) (300),

• said virtual system of air traffic control (VATC) (300) comprising at least a second

processing unit (301), and the data transfer equipment (120b), operatively connected to

the second processing unit (301), and configured to exchange traffic control information

with the at least one data transfer device (120),

• being said virtual system of air traffic control (VATC) (300) arranged to analyze, through

the at least second processing unit (301), traffic control information relating to a flight plan

from the at least one unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) (100), and being able to process a

flight plan and communicate executable instructions to perform said flight plan to the at

least one first processing unit (101),

• said at least one data transfer device (120) adapted to transfer traffic control information

between a plurality of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)

characterized in that said at least one first processing unit (101) is arranged to

o receive and process information obtained by a scanning operation performed by said

at least one sensor (112) of any one of said plurality of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),

o transmit the information relating t o said scanning system of virtual system of air

traffic control (VATC) (300)

o receive and process information from a flight plan transferred from said virtual

system of air traffic control (VATC) (300) as a result of that scan,

o modify a flight path of the plurality of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),

o transmit deployments or updates of the information regarding instructions t o perform

said flight plan to the plurality of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

2 . The automated system of air traffic control according to claim 1, wherein said virtual

system of air traffic control (VATC) (300) is adapted t o process and guarantee the

conditions and constraints predetermined for operability in automated air traffic for

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) by the at least a second processing unit (301) by

exchanging information with or receiving information from or about other aircrafts,

obstructions, satellite communication systems and cellular, government agencies and

regulators .

3 . The automated system of air traffic control according to claim 1, wherein said at least

one first processing unit (101) is configured to implement a predetermined maneuver to

avoid a collision, overwriting commands related to a route or path previously received via

said at least one signals receiving device (111) or said at least one data transfer device



(120), activated in function updates received via both communication with said control

system of the air traffic virtual (VATC) (300) and via direct detection via the at least one

sensor (112) allocated into at least one of the plurality of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

4 . The automated system of air traffic control according to claim 3, comprising at least an

identification and data flight plan system for said at least one signals receiving device (111)

and at least one sensor (112) with the function of barometer operatively connected to said

at least one first processing unit (101), configured to detect conditions of possible air

collision that activates the control of implementation of the predetermined action to avoid

an air collision.

5. The automated system of air traffic control according to claim any of the preceding

claims, wherein parameters used to provide a flight plan for take-off for at least one

unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) (100) comprise one or more among the following:

-an identification code (ID) of the at least one unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) (100)

-an identification code of the at least one type of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) (100)

-an identification code of an operator related to the at least one unmanned aerial vehicle

(UAV) (100)

-a first listing of areas overflown,

-a second listing of the coverage of the communication,

-a figure for maximum altitude achieved during that flight path,

-duration flight plan flight plan in relation to the autonomy of the battery of a UAV,

-ground flight according t o the class of the at least one unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)

(100)

-time climate and wind conditions,

-traffic air depending on the areas covered and their proximity.

6 . The automated system of air traffic control according to any of the preceding claims,

comprising at least one type of connection via the cellular network and/or satellite with said

virtual system of air traffic control (VATC) (300).

7 . The automated system of air traffic control according to claim 6, comprising a device for

indication of GNSS position and an anti-jammer (113).

8 . The automated system of air traffic control according to claim 6, wherein said at least

one second processing unit (301), is configured to control, by means of said connection via

the cellular network, an automatic pilot (106) operatively connected to said at least a first

processing unit (101).

9 . The automated system of air traffic control according to claim 1, wherein in case of

network failure with the virtual system of air traffic control, the system provides data for

key actions to be performed independently and automatically, with subsequent feed of

missed data back to VATC (300) upon successful restoration of a network connection.

10. A method for air traffic control of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) (100) comprising

an automated system according to any of claims 1 to 9, comprising:

-developing through at least one of said at least one second processing unit (301) a



sequence of information relating to a flight path and communicate it to at least a first

processing unit (101), through at least one data transfer device (120), defining, by means

of at least one sensor (112), a path to be taken depending on areas with obstacles stored in

a database from which to keep a predetermined distance of separation,

-elaborating through said at least a second processing unit (301) a sequence of

information and communicate it to said at least one first processing unit (101), through said

at least one data transfer device (120), defining a path to be taken depending on the areas

from which maintain a predetermined separation distance.

11. A method according to claim 10, wherein said path to be taken depending on the

areas from which maintain a predetermined separation distance is defined by means of a

virtual system of air traffic control (VATC) (300).

12. A method according to claim 10 or 11, wherein a plurality of unmanned aerial

vehicles (UAV) (100) is controlled, each vehicle comprising an automated system

according to any of claims 1 t o 9, further comprising:

- Detecting by said at least one sensor (112) or by a first detection sensor (116),

operatively connected to the first processing unit (101) of a first unmanned aerial

vehicles (UAV) (100), a non-cooperative obstacle,

- Uploading, by means of a data transfer device (120) comprised in said unmanned aerial

vehicle (UAV) (100), information regarding the non-cooperative obstacle to a further

reachable processing unit (101b) of at least a second unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)

(100) of said plurality, included within a predetermined communication range (R).

13. A method according to any of claims 11 to 12, comprising the steps of:

- Triggering by the first processing unit (101) a request, sent to the reachable processing

units (101b), comprised in the other reachable unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), to

increase the frequency of data collection by first or second detection sensors (116, 116b)

and/or data flight plan exchange between the reachable processing units (101b) and

comprised within an area affected by the non-collaborative obstacle.

14. A method according to any of claims 11 to 12, comprising the steps of:

- Triggering by the first processing unit (101) a request and instructions, sent to the

reachable processing units (101b), comprised in other reachable unmanned aerial

vehicles (UAVs), of a distributed computing of data regarding the non-collaborative

obstacle, in order to apply probabilistic analysis and algorithms t o calculate the

propagation of the trajectory of the non-collaborative obstacle forward in time and space.

15. A method according to any of claims 10 to 14, comprising the steps of:

- Identifying D-Airways for said unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) (100) that are continuously

updated and modified by said virtual system of air traffic control (VATC) (300) in order to

maintain a risk level in case of crash in the area overflown within a predetermined safety

limit.
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